
Q: What arms are offered for the BEST HD8000?
A: The HD8000 is available in upwards of 30  unique arm options for 
virtually any application.

Q: What is a typical application for the BEST HD8000?
A: The HD8000 is ideal for high-traffic, heavy-duty institutional 
environments, such as schools or hospitals.

Q: Do you have to specify handing when ordering the HD8000?
A: The HD8000 is non-handed and can be applied regular or top jamb 
on both Right-hand and Left-hand doors for both push and pull side 
mounting.

Q: In what finishes is the HD8000 available?
A: The HD8000 comes in a variety of plated and painted finishes. 
Designer color matched or Custom color (RAL) finishes are also 
available.

Q: What is the warranty on the HD8000?
A: All BEST surface closers carry a 30-year limited warranty.

Q: What is the spring power capability on the HD8000?
A:: The HD8016 is adjustable from Sizes 1-6. When adjusted to Size 1 (5 
lb opening force), the HD8016 meets interior barrier-free ADA 
requirements. The HD8056 is adjustable to Sizes 5-6 and can meet 
PT4C requirements for +50% power over Size 6.

Q: What covers are available for the HD8000?
A: The HD8000 comes standard with a full plastic cover. A metal or 
lead-lined cover is available in a variety of painted and plated finishes. 
For applications requiring concealment of existing holes due to  
varying model replacement, an over-sized plastic cover is also optional.
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